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Resale of a unit seems to be controlled by the owners of the village although the resident
owns the building. The site owners like to present a vacated unit as brand new and
appealing to a potential new resident. Any improvements, upgrade, replacements ETC. are
carried out by the site owners and all at the expense of the outgoing resident. This seems
to be a very one-sided arrangement.
I would like to cite two cases to emphasise my concern.
The first: An elderly resident was required to move on to further care. The unit was cleaned
inside and out, repainted inside and out and modifications made to blinds, toilet, kitchen
and even replacing the hot water service and heater unit in the unit. When settling time
came for this resident from the resale price of $189,000 the resident did not even receive
the original $120,000 purchase price that had been paid for the unit.
The second case: The resident died, and the unit was cleared out. The resident was a
heavy smoker and the unit required a lot of work. The unit was virtually gutted and replaced
with a new kitchen, bathroom, carpets and downlights all at the expense of the deceased
resident. The manager explained this was all done in accordance with the resale agreement
and the deceased estate.
I have never sighted a resale agreement and the residents and/or relatives of the resident
that has moved on to further care say they are also unaware of this agreement.
If I were to buy a house or unit in the suburbs, then I would buy that house knowing full well
that I will be paying to have that house brought up to my expectations. This is not the case
in the village. It seems in the village everything is stacked against the outgoing resident.
In conclusion, it is our hope that the current inquiry will include in its conclusion a
recommendation to formulate a stand-alone ACT for Residential Villages rather than
leaving them as a part of the Residential Tenancy Act (Caravan Parks), and that the new
act for residential villages will cover all aspects of Village design, building regulations,
contracts, rules and regulations and resale conditions etc.
Another excellent inclusion would be the appointment of an OMBUDSMAN. At the moment
the only avenue open to residents with a problem is VCAT and even then the outcome may
not be adhered to by either side.
If further information is required I would be more than happy to appear at Committee
meetings to elaborate further on the above.
Yours faithfully,

Max Penaluna
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